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We discussed star formation diagnostics over the full frequency range, going from radio to gamma rays. In the Special Session 7, high energy phenomena were often cited by researchers working on other frequencies. Most people became recently aware of the importance of high energy phenomena to star formation and disk evolution. The interesting issue is that it happened in recent years greatly due to Spitzer, an infrared telescope, after the detection of Neon lines in circumstellar disks of sun-like stars. It was said that, in what seemed to be Spitzer noise, raised a forest of water (so much sought) and Neon (not sought at all) lines in the spectra of the circumstellar disks of low mass stars.
From a number of talks we saw that brown dwarfs are just a scaled version of T Tauri stars. They have disks and accretion goes on with the same characteristic variability. They have jets, that are still quite hard to image, even in the VLT. They also form in binaries and, although eclipsing binaries seem to be hard to find, new observations of astrometric binaries are producing ways to test evolutionary models in the very low mass regime. Brown dwarf atmospheres remain a challenge that nevertheless evolves rapidly. We now need spectra of binaries with well determined masses to fully test the atmosphere models, which are beautiful, though quite complicated. It took a decade work to get to the actual state-of-the-art, but it looks to us like a good investment of time, given the results.
The first results of the CoRoT satellite on the star-forming region NGC 2264 were presented in the meeting, which includes the most detailed light curves up to now of young low mass stars. The rotation signatures are easy to measure and show substantial variations from ground-based results of the same region. The accretion signatures are quite impressive too, showing that, for a reasonable number of stars, we are able to probe the dynamic star-disk interaction.
Stellar ages in the pre-main sequence became though a lot more uncertain. It was suggested that they are not properly measured, which caused a lot of discussion. It was also shown that we may need to know the entire accretion history of an object to find out its age from an HR diagram in the Pre-Main-Sequence. This could explain the large dispersion observed in the HR diagram among young stars from the same star forming region, but it would also make precise age determination an almost impossible task in early stellar evolution.
The debate goes on among X-wind and disk-wind defenders, with much more detailed and complex models, including multipolar magnetic fields and MHD simulations on each side.
Finally, we saw that planet formation goes on in multiple stellar systems. Planets can form in circumstellar disks of wide binaries, as well as in circumbinary disks around tight companions. Tight binaries, however may have a significant influence on inner disk evolution.
From stars to planets and from gamma rays to radio wavelenghts, we discussed the formation and early evolution of star-disk systems. We would like to thank all the participants for making this a very special session. 
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